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Legal Issues in Public School, Secondary Education  

Teachers are faced with ever-changing legal issues that affect how they teach, their 

compensation, the role as a teacher, and how long they stay with a specific school district. Recently 

education has been hit with some of the worst pay cuts and cut backs of any profession. The legal 

issue of teacher contracts has been changing constantly for the past several years. How school 

districts asses teachers to expand and create contracts is always changing. While contracts have 

always been present in an educator’s career, never has it been more mandatory to understand them.  

Contracts 

 The current law for contracts, for public school educators, determines the pay, time, and 

control of the teacher with the school district as well as the teacher’s rights. Today contracts are a 

more important implication in a teacher’s career than ever before. A potential educator must be 

aware of the current laws that relate to teacher contracts before they enter into a school district or 

renew a contract. Equally, current teacher must have knowledge of contract laws changing as 

eventually it will affect them. The public is seeing more school districts cut back and close leaving 

teacher’s in legal battles with the specifications of their contracts. Knowing what can happen will 

help potential educators take a more thorough approach when entering into a contract.   

Early Teacher Contracts 

 From the early 20th century, teacher contracts were mandatory in most school districts. 

Original teacher contracts were to establish pay and time period served, but also to secure the 

teachers role in the community. For example, according to the Hogatt School Registry, teacher 

contracts in 1905 stated a required hour of community involvement, holiday work and weekend 

community education (Hogatt School). Today the teacher presence is not as much in the 
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community as it is in the specific school district. This type of contract shows how far teaching as 

a profession has come. During the early 20th century, teacher rules were often changed yearly and 

were written out for each teacher so they could be easily changed. Today, teacher and school 

handbooks explain what is expected of teachers and school districts maintain these standards for 

each teacher and they do not drastically change from each year. Schools adopt standards from past 

years and from other schools in similar districts. However, in the early days of teacher codes and 

contracts schools had to come up with these from no previous record. This meant creating 

guidelines for the role of an educator that are still used today. This set the teacher standard as a 

role model. 

Current Implications and Provisions 

 Most teachers in a public school district sign yearly contract that extend for the typical ten 

month school year. This contract is overseen by the school board and if any changes are made 

prior to the teacher signing for a new year, the school board will notify the teacher of the changes 

and how that was established. The contract also states what the school district standards are for the 

teacher’s certification (TCTA, 2010). If the certification has expired, the teacher must renew 

before the contract can be signed. This certification, in most states, requires subject area testing, 

acknowledgement and certification. Before beginning a new contract the teacher must disclose any 

information that has changed since the previous year, this includes any criminal charges or pending 

investigations. Equally, if any of this sort of activity arises in the school year the teacher must 

disclose that at the time of any problems. The school district also reserves the right to add or 

decrease the educator’s responsibilities, including new or less courses or extracurricular work. 

Termination and non-renewal rights are also explained in detail.  
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 The teacher contract is a binding agreement between the teacher and school district. All 

educators need to be aware of their rights and what they will be asked when signing a contract. As 

contract laws change in education it will be mandatory for each teacher to take responsibility and 

find out more about pending changes. Contracts can help and hinder teachers at the same time. 

The more that is known about what the teacher is signing into, the more comfortable of a career 

they will have. As more legal issues face the education world with the wake of a changing 

economy, the awareness of teachers will need to rise. 
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